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1,788,6ll0 

PATENT Joel-‘ice ' 
‘ , arms a. mean, ornnien'rox, :u'ssacnusms 

'masrvn' AB'HGLE m manor-Ame or em , 

‘Application ?led Iebrua'ry "I, 1924, Serial Io. 691,149. Renewed April 14, 1980. 
This invention relates to articles of manu 

facture consisting of a support, and a layer 
of comminuted material deposited thereon; 
‘and more particularly. to producing and' 
maintaining the physical umon of- the ma 

The invention is 
es cially useful in coating strips or sheets 
0 fabric, paper or the like with abrasive 

_ particles as hereinafter described in connec 
tion with. illustrative embodiment. ‘ _ 

' Objects of my invention are to rovide a 
simple, and e?icient method of pro ucing an 

. abrasive surface on a fabric or other article 
serving as a base, without materially affect 
ing the ?exibility or strength of the article; 
to provide an electrostatic method of con 
tinuously, and progressively producing an 
abrasive coating on a sheet of fabric, or 
other article, as it is moved in substantially 
the direction of its surface; to provide an 

‘ improved coated fabric or other article; 
. and generally to provide an improved 
method of and apparatus for producing an 
abrasive coating on an article. 
In one aspect my invention contemplates 

electrostatically applying an abrasive coat 
ing to a fabric, or-other article‘serving as 
a base, by electrostatically projecting abra 
sive particles into engagement or binding 
contact with the’ article being coated, and 
then forcing the engaged particles into more 
intimate engagement with the article. 

' In another aspect, an abrasive coatingis 
electrostatically applied to an electrically 

‘5 non-conducting article by providing a .con 
ducting path extending over the article, ap 

. plying a coating of binding material to the 
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article, and bombarding the last applied 
coating by a stream of abrasive particles 
clectrostatically charged oppositely to the 
conducting path of the article. 
In still another aspect, the invention pro 

vides a fabric orother article coated with a 
conductin material having a superposed 
coating 0 binder material upon which there 

, is deposited a coating of granular material. 
The- article, when in sheet form, may be 

coated by moving the sheet continuously in 
\ substantially the direction of its surface; 
‘ dipping a portion of the sheet into a liquid 

bath_ having comminuted conducting mate 
rial in suspension, to coat the sheet; drying 
the liquid from the coatin to leave a con 
ductlng path over the sur ace of the sheet; 
making a sliding contact between the .con- ' 
ducting portion‘of the sheet ‘and one termi 
nal of a .source of electromotive force; dip 
ping the sheet in a liquid bath of binding 
material to leave a coating of the binder on 

_ the sheet; equalizing the distribution of the 
binder coating on the sheet; moving the 
sheet through, a stream of’abrasive articles 
which .are electrostatically charge by the 
source of electromotive force with a sign op~ 
poslte to that of the conducting path of the 
sheet; equalizin the distribution of abrasive 
particles over t e surface of the sheet, and 
forcing the particles into more intimate en 
gagement with the sheet. 
Methods and apparatus illustrating. a 

specles, of which my invention is a genus, 
are described more fully hereinafter in 
connection with the accompanying draw- _ 

. ings', ‘in which :— 
1 is an elevation, in section diagram 

matically ‘showing apparatus for preparing 
an abrasive coating on a sheet of fabric; 
F 2 is a plan of a portion of Fig. 1; 
Fig. 3 is an enlarged view of a port-idn of 

Fig. 1; 
Figs. 4, 5, 6 and 7 are cross sections of a 

fabric in successive stages, respectively, of 
the coating operations. . 
In Fig. 1 the sheet A of fabric, paper, or 

similar material, is moved substantially in 
the direction of its surfaceand directed b 
rollers so that it passes continuously throug 
a series of zones B, C, D and E, in each one 
of which, the sheet is subjected to a different ' ' 

' 90 ‘ operation. ~ 
The sheet A feeds from-the roll 10 in the 

direction indicated by the arrow intoxthe 
coating zone B where it passesaround rollers 
11, and dips into the liquid bath 12 in tank 
13, the liquid having in suspension granular 
or comminuted graphite or other conducting 
material. The liquid is preferably non-cor 
rosive and without appreciable physical or 
chemical effect upon the sheet when used 
primarily to suspend the conducting par 
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ticles; it may be water or other suitable 
liquid. The sheet passes between the rollers 
14 which remove the excess of the mixture 
from the sheet, resulting in a substantially 
uniform distribution of conducting material 
throughout. The rollers 15 direct the sheet 
through a drying zone 0 within the chamber 
16, having a heating element 17, such as a 
steam pipe, or other heater. The liquidupon 
drying from the .coating on the sheet leaves 
the conducting material distributed over the ‘ 
surface as a conducting. path. The brush 18 
in contact with the sheet is connected to the 
positive terminal of the source of electro~ 
motive force 19 which electri?es the conduct 
ing path of the sheet with a charge of positive 
s1 . ‘ 

gIfltlollers 20 direct the sheet through the 
zone D, in which, a coating of binding ma 
terial is applied to the sheet as it dips into 
the liquid bath 21 of binding material, such v 
as para?in, or other suitable binder, prefer 
ably electrically nonconducting, in tank 22, 
heated by a steam pipe (not shown), or other 
suitable means. The rollers 24 remove the 
excess liquid and distribute the coating uni- ' 
formly over the surface to equalize its thick 
ness. . 

In’ the ' zone E, a coating of abrasive is 
electrostatically applied to the sheet. The 
hoppers 30'for'containing abrasive particles 
of emery, carborundum, pumice, or other 
suitable abrasive material having the size of 
particle with which it is desired to coat the 
sheet, discharge through spouts 31 into the 
cylindrical electrifying chambers 32, prefer 
ably of electrically insulating material, dis 
posed on opposite sides of the upwardly mov 
ing sheet. The nozzles 33 discharge air into 
the conduits 34 (see Fig. 3), these conduits 
having apertures which admit the moving air 
at suitable pressure to the abrasive container 
to produce a condition in which the abrasive 
particles are temporarily suspended ‘in the 
atmosphere of the container through ori?ces 
38-into the zone of the‘ electrical discharge, 
which takes place between the needles 37 
mounted on bus-bars 36 and the conducting 
sheet. . 

Bus bars 36 are connected preferably to 
the negative terminal of source of electro 
motive force 19 by means of leads 39, the 
effective potential of the source 19 being ad~ 
justed to such a value, e. g. 18000 volts, more 
or less, that the abrasive particles in chamber 
32 become electri?ed with a negative charge, 
and together with the air admitted through 
nozzle 33 discharge through slot 38 as a 
stream of electri?ed particles which are ele 
trostatically propelled toward the positively 
charged sheet A, the solid particles bom 
barding and coming into engagement with 
the binder coating on the sheet. It will be 
seen that the electrostatically propelled abra 
sive particles emerging from each of the ori 
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?ces 38 become deposited as a thin blanket 
on the sheet A as it passes through the dis 
charge zone. ' 

The housing 40 for apparatus in the zone 
E prevents loss of the abrasive particles 
which fail to become attached to the sheet A, 
andnis preferably ‘constructed of insulating 
material. Conduit 41 is connected to an ex 
haust pump (not shown) and exhausts air 
from the housing 40 in the direction indi 
cated by the arrow, the end of conduit 41 be 
ing covered by a screen 42 which sifts the 
abrasive particles from the air before enter- _ 
ing the conduit. ' Air free from ab-ra sive 
particles is admitted through openings 43. 44 
and 45, thus tending to ‘clarify the air with 
in the housing and together with the air dis 
charged through slots 38 causing a ?ow of the 
‘air and drift of the abrasive particles around 
the ba?le diaphragms 46 asindicated by the 
arrows, the ba?les tending to cause a precipi 
tation of the particles at one end of the 
housing as indicated by the accumulation 47 
which also includes the abrasive sifted by the 
screen 42. Owing to the reduced air pressure 
in housing 40 when air is exhausted through 
conduit 41, air may be fed through nozzles 33 
directly from the atmosphere, but if a greater 
?ow is desired compressed air may be fed 
through these nozzles. 

Rollers 48pbetween which the sheet passes, 
after being coated with the abrasive, equal 
izes the distribution of abrasive material on 
the surface of the sheet and forces the abra 
sive particles intomore intimate engagement 
with the sheet which then passes upward and 
is wound on the roll 49. The'sheet may be 
propelled by rotation of the roll 49 or one 
or more of the rollers’with which the sheet 
contacts between rolls 10 and 49. 

Figure 4 shows the appearance of a simple 
fabric sheet A, of electrically insulating or 
poorly conducting material, having a warp 
50 and a woof 51, before the sheet has entered 
the coating zone B. Fig. 5 shows the par 
ticles 52 of graphite or other conductor ‘dis 
tributed over the surface of the fabricafter > 
the liquid from the batch 12 has been evapo 
rated from the surface in the drying zone C 
and before the sheet has entered the coating 
zone D. Fig. 6 shows the sheet A with the 
coatin 53 of paraffin, or other binding ma. 
terial. efore the sheet enters the coating zone ‘ 
E. Fig. 7 shows the completed abrasive 
sheet having a coating 54 of abrasive par 
ticles distributed over the binder coating on 
each side of the sheet A. ~ 
By virtue of the electrostatic charges upon 

the abrasive particles as they pass to the fab 
ric they are held apart by electrostatic re 
pulsion and consequently are distributed far 
more effectively than is possible without the 
use of an electrostatic ?eld. Thus the abra 
sive material may be deposited in any degree 
of depth, from an extremely thin deposit ap 
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progximately one particle thick‘ to a thick de 
posit, and in any case the particles aredis-‘ 
tributed'with great uniformity. " B coating 
the fabric u on both'sides ‘its. use lness is 
practically oubled and b virtue of the 
roughness of the rear ‘side t e article can‘be 

, used more effectively with less danger of 
slippage in the ?ngers. _ 
While, certain- materials have been men 

' tioned in disclosing an example of how the 
10 

15 

invention may be carried out, it isv to be'un 
derstood that the materials speci?cally 
named are not necessary to the invention but 
may be replaced by other suitable materials. 
It is obvious that the sheet may beitreated 
in'the various zones B, C, D and ‘E by va-' 

. rious modi?cations of the apparatus dis 

_ in the art. 7. 
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closed within the knowledge of those skilled 

The method, and apparatus disclosed for 
carrying out the method, permit of producé 
mg an abrasive coating on sheet fabric or 

> other articles,'particularly those in which it 
is desired to provide a certain degree of elas 
ticity or ?exibility, without .objectionally 
stiffening the sheet or otherwise materially 
affecting those properties of the sheet which 
it is desired to preserve. > a I ' - 

'j I claim: ' - - 

--1. Apparatus for applying; coatings to 
electrically non-conductmg s set material, 
comprising means for feeding the sheetin 
substantially the direction of its surface, 
means for coating the moving sheet witlra" 
conducting material, means for applying a 
coating of binder material over said conduct 

- ing coating, and means for electrostatically 

40 

4 electrically non-conducting sheet material,‘ 

bombarding the binder coating with elec 
trically charged particles to produce a coat 
ing upon said binder coating. _ 

2. pparatus for ' applying coatings to 

comprising means for propelling the sheet 
’ v substantially in the direction of 1ts surface, 
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means for applying to the sheet a coating of 
liquid having conducting particles in sus 
pension, means for drying the liquid to leave 
conducting particles as a coating on the 
sheet, means for-applying a coating of binder 
material to the sheet, and means for electri 
cally projecting a stream of granular matter 
into engagement with the binder coating to 
apply a super?cial coating to the sheet. 

. ' 3, The method of electrostatically deposit-P 
ing a coating upon an article comprising ag1 

. tating granular matter in ‘the presence ‘of an 
electric ?eld, con?ning movements of the 
agitated particles to a restricted zone, and 

‘ electrostatically projecting the ‘electri?ed 
.60 particles outwardly from the restricted zone 

to the object to be coated. ' l . - 
4:. The method of preparing an abrasive 

coating on fabric'or similar material, which 
comprises continuously moving the sheet in 

‘ substantially the direction of its surface, pro 

‘velgdipping the sheet‘ in a liquid. hath 
aving ely divided conducting material 

in‘ suspension, drying up‘the liquid ‘left‘iasa 
coatin on the sheet and leaving thesus 
pende particles deposited on the sheet? to 
form a conducting" ath over'the surface'oi 
the sheet, coatin t a sheet with a binder, 
equalizing the thlckness of the binder‘coat 
ing, electrostatic'ally projecting astream of 
abrasive particles ‘against the sheet,“-an’d 
forcing the abrasive particles. into closer en 
gagementwith the sheet.‘ a a = 

5. The method of pre aring an {abrasive 
coating on a sheetjof fa ricer similar ma; 
terial, which 001115313863 moving thesheet ‘sub! 
st'antiallyin the ' ection' of its surface‘, dip- 4 
ping~the sheet in a liquid bath‘having com‘ 
minuted conducting'material in suspension, 
drying up the liquid left as a coating-on.‘ the 
sheet and leaving the suspended materialde, ; 
posited to form a conducting 1' ath over the 
surface of the sheet, vdipping t e sheet in a 
bath of liquid binding material, and'electro 
statically depositing va coatingv of abrasive 
particles on the binder. ' ' "f * I 

‘6. The method of reparing an abrasive 
coating on a sheet of abric or similar mate 

v80 

rial, which comprises passing the sheet . 
through a liquid having comminuted con 
ducting materlal in suspension, withdrawmg 
the sheet from the liquid 'and drying?fthe 
liquid to leave a coating ofsconducting‘mat'e's 
rial on the sheet, coating the “sheet with‘a 
binding material, and electrostatically pro- _ 
jectin , 
with t e coating of binding materlal. , 

7. The method of preparing .an abrasive 
coating on a sheet ofafabric’ or similar ma; 
terial, which comprises ‘coating the sheet 
with an electrically conducting material elec 
trostatically pro]ecting abrasive particles I 
into engagement with thesheet and forcing 
the engaged abrasive particles intov more ‘lind 
timate engagement with the sheet. 1 . ~ 8. The method of reparing an abrasive 

coating on a sheet ofv abric or similar'mate 
rial, which comprises continuously moving 
vthe sheet in substantially the direction of its 
surface progressively coating the sheet with 
a liqui 
terial in suspension, progressively drying the 
liquid to leave the suspended material-as a 
conductive coating on the sheet, progressivel 
coating the ‘sheet with‘ a bindlng materia, 
and progressively bombardingthe sheet with 
a stream of abrasive. particles electrically 
charged oppositely to the conducting coating 
ofthe sheet. ‘ ' , "7‘ f1 “ 

- 9. The method of pre aring an abrasive 
coating on a sheet of ‘fa _ric or" similar ma1 
terial, which comprises vvcontinuously moving 
the sheet in substantially the direction of 
its, surface, progressively‘ depositing arc'on; 
ducting coating on the sheet, projecting-'9. , v . 

1:;0 stream ofabrasive particles electri?ed oppo-v 

abrasive particles into ‘engagement _ 

having comminuted conducting. ma-v '_ 

iso 
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‘ sitely' the conducting coating into engage 

. gaged abrasive 
engagement wit 
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ment with the sheet, and securing the en 

the sheet. . 
10. The method of preparing an abrasive 

coating on an electrically non-conducting 
.base, which comprises coating the base wit 
an electrically conducting material coating. 
the conductinv'material with a bin ng ma 
terial, and dlectrostatically projecting a 
stream of abrasive particles into engagement 
with the binder coating. 

11'. The method of making an abrasive ar 
ticle which-comprises rendering a sheet of 
fabric or the like both conductive and adhe 
sive and by oppositely charging the conduc-' 
tive sheet and comminuted abrasive material 
adjacent thereto,‘ electrostatically depositing 
a layer of said material upon the adhesive 
surface thereof. - 

12. The method of coating a sheet of ma 
terial with abrasive particles ‘which com 
prises rendering the sheet both conductive 
‘and adhesive and, by oppositely charging the 
conductive sheet and abrasive particles in the 
region of the sheet, electrostatically deposit 
ing the abrasive particles upon the adhesive 
surface of the sheet. 7 

~ 13. The method of coating a sheet of ma 
terial with abrasive particles which com 
prises rendering the sheet both conductive 
and adhesive, continuously agitating a sup 
ply of. abrasive particles in an enclosed re- , 
gion, continuously feeding the sheet along a 
path associated with said region, and by 
oppositely charging the conductive sheet and 
a rasive particles in said region electrostati 
cally embedding the particles upon the ad 
hesive surface of the sheet. 

14. Apparatus for'applying adhesive ma 
terial to an electrically conducting surface 
and depositing thereon ?nely divided par 
ticles under the in?uence of an electrostatic 
?eld, comprising means for moving the sur 
face in substantially the direction of its 
length, means for applying adhesive material 
to the surface, and means for electrostatically 
bombarding the adhesive material with elec— 
trically charged particles to produce a coat 
ing upon said adhesive material. 

15. Apparatus for applying ?nely divided 
particles. to a surface previously rendered 
electrically conducting and adhesive, com— 
prising means for producing an electrostatic 
?eld in a region containing ?nely divided 
particles and means for moving the surface 
through said electrostatic ?eld. 

16. The method of electrostatically depos 
iting ?nely divided material particles upon 

_ an article, which comprises establishing an 

65 

electrostatic ?eld, dispersing the ?nely di 
vided material particles’ to form a suspension 
in a region containing the electrostatic ?eld, 
con?ning movements of said particles to‘ a 

lparticlesinto more intimate: 

1,1ae,eoo 

restricted zone and electrostatically project? 1 
ing them to the article to be coated‘. ; _ _, 
f 17. The method of spreading an‘ abrasive 

- coatin on a sheet of fabric .or similar mate 
rial w ich comprises treating the sheet‘ to 
render it electrically conductiveand mechani 
call adhesive, establishing an electrostatic 
?el of force between the surface to be coated 
and a charged conductor of opposite polarity 
to that'of the sheet and adjacent thereto, con- ‘ 
veying ?nely divided abrasive particles into 
the electrostatic ?eld of force and moving the 
surface progressively and in substantially its 
own plane through the electrostatic ?eld of 
force whereb the abrasive particles may, by 
the‘ action 0 the electrostatic ?eld of force 
upon them, be deposited thereon. -. 

' 18. The method of spreading a'coatin of 
, ?nely divided particles on a sheet of fa ric 
or similar material which comprises treating 
the sheet to render it electrically conductive 
and mechanically adhesive, establishing an 
electrostatic ?eld of force between the surface 
to be coated and a charged conductor of op 
posite polarity to that of the sheet and adj a 
cent thereto, conveying the ?nely divided par 
ticles into the electrostatic ?eld of force, and ' 
moving the surface progressivelyv and in sub 
stantially its own plane through the electro 
static ?eld of force whereby the ?nely divided 
particles may, by the action of the electro 
static ?eld of force upon them, be deposited 
thereon. ‘ 

19. Apparatus for depositing ?nely divid 
ed particles on the surface of a fabric or other 
material comprising means for treating the 
fabric to render it electrically conductive and 
mechanically adhesive, means for establish 
ing an electrostatic ?eld of force between two 
electrodes of opposite polarity one of which 
is in electrical contact with the surface of the 
fabric, means for conveying the ?nely divid 
ed particles into the electrostatic ?eld of force 
Where, under its in?uence, they will be de 
posited on the surface of the fabric, and means 
for progressively moving said surface in sub 
stantially the direction of its length. 

20. Apparatus for depositing ?nely divid 
ed abrasive particles on the surface of a fab 
ric or other material comprising means for 
treating the fabric to render it‘ electrically 
conductive and mechanically adhesive, means 
for establishing an electrostatic ?eld of force 
between two electrodes of opposite polarity 
one of which is in electrical contact with the 
surface of the fabric, means for conveying 
the ,?nely divided abrasive particles into the 
electrostatic ?eld of force where, under its 
in?uence, the will be deposited on the sur 
face of the fagric, and means for progressive 
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ly moving said surface in substantially the 
direction of its length. 

21. The method of coating, with pulverized 
material, a surface that is- both electrically 
conductive and mechanically adhesive _com-. 130 
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rising establishing an electrostatic '?eld» of 
orce between two electrodes of opposite po 

larity one of which is in electrical contact 
with the surface to be coated,-conveying the 
pulverized material .into the electrostatic 
?eld of force under the action of which it 

' will be translated to the surface to be coated, 
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and subjecting successive parts of the surface 
to the combined action of the electrostatic 
?eld of force and the 
a manner that will‘ 
tinuous. -- v 

22. The method of coating, with ?nely di 
vided abrasive material; a surface that is 

e‘ substantially con 

both electrically conductive and mechanical- ’ 
ly adhesive comprising establishing an elec 
trostatic ?eld of force between two electrodes 
of opposite polarity one of which is in elec 
trical contact with the surfaceto be coated, 
conveying the ?nely divided abrasive mate-, 
rial into the electrostatic?eld of force under 
the action of which it- willl be translated to 
the surface to be coated, and subjecting suc 
cessive parts of‘ the surface to the combined 
action of the electrostatic ?eld ‘of force and 
the ?nely divided abrasive material in a man 
ner thatwill be substantially‘continuous. 

23. The method of spreading a coating of 
?nel divided material upon an electrically 
cond‘?ctive surface, which comprises estab 

. I'lishin an electrostatic ?eld of force between 
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two e ectrodes of opposite polarity, one of 
which is in electrical contact with the surface 
_to be coated, conveying the ?nel divided 'ma-' 
terial into the electrostatic ?el of force un- ' 
der the actiorrof which it will be translated , - 
to the surface to be coated, and bonding the 
?nely divided” material to the ‘surface to be 
coated. ' _ \ 

Signed b me at Boston,-Massachusetts, this 
15th day 0 J anuary, 1924. 
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JAMES s. SMYSERQ 
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